Learn to Write LETTERS

Letters are color-coded to help differentiate between consonants and vowels.

BONUS!
Includes fun activities to reinforce letter recognition.
Learn to Write Letters is a fun way for children to practice letters and sounds! Each letter is introduced by using directional arrows to show children how to write the letter. Children trace the letters and then write them on their own! A quick activity follows each letter for immediate reinforcement. Review activities appear throughout the book for extra practice. The write-on/wipe-off pages encourage children to practice their letters again and again. Perfect for home or school use.

Use dry-erase markers or washable crayons only

Wipe off surface with a soft, dry cloth
Learn to Write

LETTERS

Learning Resources
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Fill in the missing letter in each word.

___pple

___corn

Fill in the missing letter in each word.

___ell

___ee
Fill in the missing letter in each word.

- Cat
- Dog
- Doll
Fill in the missing letter in each word.

___gg
___ish
___agle

___an
___an
Fill in the missing letter in each word.

__irl

__um

__at

__ouse
Fun with Aa and Bb

Name each picture. Write the first letter of each word and trace the rest of the letters.

Fun with Cc and Dd

Name each picture and circle the letter that begins the word.
Fun with Ee and Ff
Circle the pictures that begin with e.
Draw a square around the pictures that begin with f.

Fun with Gg and Hh
Draw a line from each letter to the pictures that begin with that letter.

Gg
Hh
Fill in the missing letter in each word.

gloo

ice

ar

EEP
Fill in the missing letter in each word.

Key

Kite

Lion

Leaf
Fill in the missing letter in each word.

___ap ___ouse

___ail ___est

___ail ___est
Fill in the missing letter in each word.

___strich
___pen

Fill in the missing letter in each word.

___an
___encil
Fun with **Ii** and **Jj**

Write a letter on each line.

- Iron starts with ___.
- Jet starts with ___.
- In starts with ___.
- Jacket starts with ___.

Fun with **Kk** and **Ll**

Name each picture. Write the first letter of each word and trace the rest of the letters.

- **ing**
- **log**
Fun with Mm and Nn
Name each picture and circle the letter that begins the word.

Fun with Oo and Pp
Circle the pictures that begin with o.
Draw a square around the pictures that begin with p.
Fill in the missing letter in each word.

_ueen

uilt

_ing

abbit
Fill in the missing letter in each word.

sock

sun

iger
turtle
Fill in the missing letter in each word.

___mbrella  ___nicorn

___an  ___ase
Fill in the missing letter in each word.

agon

ell

—ray

bo—
Fun with Qq and Rr
Draw a line from each letter to the pictures that begin with that letter.

Qq
Rr

Fun with Ss and Tt
Write a letter on each line.

Saw starts with ___.
Table starts with ___.
Sink starts with ___.
Top starts with ___.
Fun with Uu and Vv

Name each picture. Write the first letter of each word and trace the rest of the letters.

Fun with Ww and Xx

Draw a line from each letter to the pictures that have that letter in them.
Fill in the missing letter in each word.

- **___awn**
- **___ellow**

- **___ebra ___ipper**
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Fun with Yy and Zz
Circle the pictures that begin with y. Draw a square around the pictures that begin with z.

Fun with Aa to Ee
Draw a line from each capital letter to the matching lowercase letter.

D  e
A  c
E  a
B  d
C  b
Fun with Ff to Pp

Draw a line from each letter to the picture that begins with that letter.

Jj
Mm
Hh
Ff
Pp
Ll
Oo
Kk
Ii
Nh
Gg
Fun with Qq to Zz

Name each picture. Circle the letter that begins the word.
Practice writing each letter.

Aa  Bb
Cc  Dd
Ee  Ff
Gg  Hh
Ii  Jj
Kk  Ll
Mm